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ABSTRACT

After the high enrollments, unquestioning acceptance, and abundant

funding of higher edUca'tion in the sixties, the leveling and dropping

1

enrollments and demands for accountability of 'ihe seventies'ila.ve given

I rise to much spkulation as to the future of higher educations One

i
major trend that appears to be evolving is a.9reater emphasis Ap the

goal of higher education to prepare one for employment.

The vocationalists are highly critical of the liberal 'arts pre-

. . paration propounded by the generalists on the basis that students today

are most concerned with ga-ining usab e skills for entrance to the work

force rather than a broad intellect al background. The generalists

Lime'

upbraid the vocationalists for phom ting mere "training" for work which

2

may quickly become obsolete rather than "education" for a career with a

future. What does seem to be agre d upon is that changing expectations, N

technology:composition of student bodies, and manpower ..needs of society

require that our post secondary ducational system bg carefully reviewed

and improiied upon ift.'response to current and future needs. This paper

outlines the arguments of the v cationalists and the generalitts and

)

suggests some possible ways in !which higher educatiOn can accommodate
,

,
e

the objectives of both - some cleans of meshing the goals of liberal

education'and career preparation.



DIRECTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION TOWARD CAREERS
-Kaien H. Knierim,

West Virginia University

Vocationalism Ver4liberal Arts or General Education

fl

.
After the rapidly increasing enrollments, unquestioning acceptance, and -,

abundant funding of.higher education in the 60's, the leveling enrollments

and demands for accountability of the 70's have given rise to much specu-

lation as to the future of higher education in America. One major trend

that appears to be evolving is a greater emphasis on the goal of higher

education to prepare one for employment. And controversy between'the

vocationalists and generalists has ensued.

The vocationalists are highly critical of the liberal arts. preparation

on thp basis that students today are most immediately concerned with gaining

usable skills for entrance to the work force rather.. than a broad intellec-

tual background. 'The generalists upbraid the vocationalists for promoting

mere "training" for work which may quickly become obsolete rather than

"education" for a career with a future. What does seem to be universally

agreed upon is sthat changing expectations, changing_composition of student

bodies, changing manpower needs'of society, and changing technolo6 require

that our post secondary educational system be carefully reviewed and improved

upon response to current and future needs.

In the past, with an oversupply of students seeking entrance to our

institutions of higher education, institutional survival was not dependent

upon-fulfilling,every desire and expectation of students. However, a

dropping birth rate and leveling college enrollmentsindicate that institu-

tional competition for students will increase in intensity over the next

decade. A number of sources, including the Carnegie Commission (1973a, pp. 65-66)

4
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and the American Council on ducation/UCLA Cooperative Institutional Research

Program (1973), have identi ied trends in enrollment patterns detrimentally

affecting traditional colle e,attendance. There has been an accelerated

shift away from traditional

of all types, in four-year c

as apprenticeships, and so

this evidence of a shi

was reinforced by a compara

college majors at West Virg

( Knierim, 1975a). A look-a

in the falls of 1972 throug

academic programs and into vocational programs

lleges and universities, in community colleges,

orth.

t in student interests toward job preparation

ive study of enrollment shifts and trends in

nia University, conducted in fall, 1975

the academic majors.of first-time freshmen

1975 at WVU indicates a trend in interests

toward more vocationally oriented programs, a trend which has been documented

nationally as well by a College Entrance' Examination Board (CEEB) survey

(Chronicle, 9/15/75, p.,19). Th; attached table shows this trend in detail.

At WVU over the past four ye

freshmen have increased most

rs the numbers and percentaget of first-time

in the areas of agriculture and forestry,

business and economics, and engineering. The CEEB study showed the highest

percentages of high school graduates in 1975 nationally intended to major

in the areas of health science butiness and:economics, education, engi-

neeringj and biology.

in another study at West Virginia University in June 1975, a survey
t

was made of undergrluate students who wdre accepted at the University but

did n t enrol/7, in -order to determine their reasons (Knierim, 1975b). Four-
,

teen pe cent of these peopld specifically cited4Tasons related to vocation-

.

al intere ts,'1 such .as: 'difficulty gaining acceptance in desired vocational % II

programs, p eferred a vocational school, wanted work experience, -preferred

,a school whic had cOoperat ve'educition programs, etc. Another twenty-one
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percent cited reasons related to the curriculum of the university, 'Such as

"program of interest not offered," bringing the total who did not enroll at

WVU for potentially vocational reasons to 35% of those surveyed.

These trends obviously have great significance. In order to survive,

our higher education system must strive for "relevance" in the eyes of the

students, the government, and employers, all of which it is financially

dependent upon. Vocationalism definitely appears to be a "relevant" goal

for higher education in the eyes of the government. Specifically the Office

of ,Education is encouraging ocationally oriented education, as are state

iirOernments. Although this emphasis and accompanying funding has thus far

been aimed primarily at elementary and secondary schools, the implication

is clear that the government supports career preparation as a goal for all

levels of education. The changes, even at the elementary and secondary

,levels, that increased emph1sis on vocationally oriented - education may bring,

will have important implications for the universities. As.more high school

graduateshave specific vocational objectives, universities will have to

change to meet the'needs of this new type of student.

Another trend evident in federal funding that indirectly increases

support of vocationalis-m in higher education is that, of reduced funding for

categorical programs which aid institutions, and instead giving financial

aid to the students so that they may attend,institutions of their choice.

The federal student-aid programs provide students with the tight to receive

financial aid even if they attend proprietary, trade, or technical schools.

This radical departure from past federal policy will undoubtedly add to the

redistribution of students' away' from liberal arts programs in college and

universities.

0
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Business and industry, too, seem-pt4e 'leaning toward vocationalism.

In Spring 1974 in Collegiate News and Views, James and Decker discussed a

study done to determine business persdnnel officers' perception of "ideal"

courses of study for college recruits (1974, pp. 26-30). The majority of

the respondents'said their company was more interested in the business major

than the liberal. arts major. The College Placement Council found similar

resits in a May 1974 survey of almost 2,000 employers (1975, p. 9)., Over-

all, it wad found that liberal arts hiring, has decreased compared with that

of five years ago. During the 1973 74 college year, 32% reported hiring no

liberal arts graduates compared with 24% five years ago.

In spite of the conflict which continues to exist over whether liberal

arts or vocational. eduCation is most appropriate for administrative positions,

there is no question that are living in an increasingly technological

society. Not everyone can reach the executive and macagement levels regard-
.

less of how accessible higher education is made to them; skill training must

be done sbmewhei-e--either on-the-job or in the institutions. A number of

prominent figures in the business world are currently favoring thefincor-

.

Oration of more such training in our institutions (Besse, 1974, p. 171).

In addition to the students', government's,and business world's pre-
0

sent enthusiasm for vocationalism, some leading academicians are among its

advocates. In an article in Change, Earl McGrath quoted Carl Kaysen, of the

InStiiUte for Advanced Studies in Princeton, that college is "...primarily

training in a profession. This should become the norm; it need'not be the

universal practice any more than.liberal education is now (1974b, p. 25)."

There are many similar statements of support for vocationalism (Millard, 1972).

This vocatiftalism or economic theme for igher education is not a new

one. The Carnegie Commission on Higher,Educat on has commented that the

7
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ecoti'1ic purpose of higher eduCation was principally developed in the late

nin teenth century after-more and more occupations began to draw on the

eoretical base which universities could supply a d thus started to become

professions. This economic purpose increased its

World War II, with emphasis upon research.and deve

paring highly trained "manpower" (1973b, pp. 60-61

economic theme has only teen one of several themes

others being personal development, ser'ice to soci

fifties and sixties, liberal arts were emphasized

achieving these' goals.

Why, now, are people So disenchanted°with the mphasis on liberal arts

in higher education? There are many reasons, the t obvious and most

often cited being the current difficulties liberdl a is graduates are having

finding satisfying employment. Marland identified t s probleM in his book,

Career 'Education:

The crunch for the college graduate has come fro both ends- -

diminishing job prospects for the college graduae and a growing

omentum during and after

opment, and upon pre-

Nonetheless, this

in higher education,

ty, etc. During-the

the best means of

number orstudents completing college., By 1980, or example,

there will be nearly 650,000 more students awarde BA's than

there were in 1960. And this will occur during a eriod when

80 percent of the new jobs aVailable in the 1970's will require

training and skills, but not necessarily a four-yea

The new technologies and service industries have cre

middle ground of job opporidhities that require two

degree.

ted a new

ears of

training beyond high school but do rot! require a fouryear

college degree (1974, pp. 7$ -79).

Another, perhaps equal reason for the disenchantment with our present

8
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system of higher education is the changing composition of the student populace

The increasing accessibility of higher education has enabled more students

from minority groups and disadvantaged classes to penetrate the system.'

Students from a disadva4aged background generally seem to prefer educational

programs that appear to promise tangible career benefits rather than those

emphasizing personal development or knowledge for its own sake (Hitchcock,

1973, p. 48).

Students are not alone in their disenchantment with the present
4

educational system. The faculty themselves are unsure of the Worth of what
1

they are teaching. Currently there seems to be a lack of,conviction to

challenge the trend toward vocationalism. Nonetheless, faculty rarely

attribute high priority to vocational preparation as a goal of higher

education, Perhaps they fear for their futures. The University of Houston,

in doing an Inventory of Institutional Goals, found that faculty attached
lk

significantly less importance to the goal f vocational preparation than

did students, administrators, or alumni (1 74, p. 11).

In spite of all the criticisms and doubts of the utility of the liberal

arts degree, even the most adamant Vocationalists are hesitant to suggest its

complete abandonment. The ar t of the necessity to "educate" rather than

"train" in our institute s of higher education for the betterment of society'

is stressed over and over again. The proponents of liberal arts argu hat

1

.

given the current situation--rapidly advancing technology, ever-expanding

bodies of knowledge--the educational systeM must teach creativity and adapt-

ability rather than skills which May shortly no longer be needed. Men such

as Albert Elilstein;,, Abraham Maslow, Abraham Kaplan, Lewis Mumford; Alvin

Tofflet; and Woodrow Wilson are only a few of the great men who have put forth

the argument for general education through the years (Truman, 1974, p. 24).,

9
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James G. Harlow, President of West Virginia \yniversity, s stated well

the need for broad, general education-as a primary ggal, though not dis-,

claiming the needs fort vocational-educatiorf:

, The concern of,society ;that pdblic education "peg off," that

it return benefits propdrtionate to the large tax investment,

is a completely proper Concern....
6

However, I think we will also agree that a high level of technical
%

\
training and competence can be only a necessary 'but not .sufficient

condition fc4 the survival ofour graduates in the world and

indeed for the survival of the world itself. The demand that

society makes upon the university for highly trained individuals
A

is a refleFtion of a high rate of technological change occurring

in society\N4ou are well aware that the rate of change is so

rapid as to make a narrow vocational program a short cut to

obsolescence.. I believe it is necessary for the University to

educate for the future rather than to train for the present.

Education is essentially an investment in people for which it

is not always easy to account within a single fiscal year (1974,pp. 8-9).

The critics of vocationalism contend that ost entry-level po'sitions do

not require specialized skills--that such ski is can be .gainedon the job--

ind that a broad liberal education is less confining and increases the

student's ability to assimilate new ideas and skills. Beyond the value of

learning to "Oink," advocates of liberal arts profess 'the.necessity.of value

considerations:fdf preparation for effective living today.

Perhaps apgreat deal of the disenchantment with general education or

th'e liberal arts curriculum is not with the, ideals of such andeducation, but

with the present shortcomings-'of liberal arts and general education programs.

1.0
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It is highly questionable whether the general educatiorymovement of
,

the
fl

60's unified knowledge and encouraged the development of the thought pro-

cesses as it was hoped it would do. A sizeable amdunt.of higher education

instruction is supposedly for the purpose of training people in the use of

concepts and in problem-solving skills. But these-goals are often not achieved.

Probably much instruction in the traditional liberal artsvdiscipljnes is no

a

more d nd4ng :of'the higher mental irocesses, and no less dependent on rote

learning, than occupation - related. instruction.
e

.Another criticism of current general education stems from the fact

that often faculty members are specialists to the'point that any of them

aie'unable to,offerstudents the ingredients of a broad liber I education:

Rather, they tend to teach specialization in their particular. area. -

*Courses purporte ty designed to enlarge -the intellectual skills

of the studen and to encourage new perspectives often become

effective rriers to independent thought. In addition to fail-

these courses also r

students ' i ntel lectuaidevelopment,

orcp in his mind the value placed on

specialized thought and the, importance of developing some spe-

cialized skills of his own (.Korn, 1968, _pp,..284-35) .

Vocationalism and Liberal Arts or General Education

The discussion raises a question as to whether it is feasible to main-

tain the ideals o artg educatio'n while incorporating practiCal

. career gr,eparation curricula into the system. A number of Mans toward

this goal have been suggested:
4

I. Improve0career1guidance programs have been one often cited means of
7 r -

meshing the goals of liberal education and career preparation. Lester Hald,

at the Uniiveesity of Florida, has offered one of the most comprehensive plans
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for, improved cal" guidance. He has noted that a university cannot pOssi.bly

,change its stru re or its departmental course offerings rapidly enough to

keep pace with the appearance of new careers and the changes of the job,

market. An institution can gtWan instant response, howeier, by creating-

-iwell-conceived career guidance program in which educational 61-.ibris can by

'tailor7madd to individual student needs; provided there is also adequate

. flexibility in curricular requirements that will permit inter-departmental

and inter-collegiate or even inter-institutional degrees (Hale, -1974, p. 36).

In addition to advocating capable faculty advisors; Ale advocates. the for:

Mation of a centralized career counselipg, planning, and placement service

focusing on all aspects of career counseling, from self-evaluatidn and voca-

tional assessment, through vocational information and curricular plafining,

and ultimately to job placement. Finally, Hale recommends that for the?

41'timate success of such a program, career education.should be provided on

a credit basis.

A number of educators suggest thatimany liberal arts majors have not

yet been exploited in terms of,their potential vocational possibilities. The

r f

April 1974 issue of The Modern Language Journal includes a report on an ex- -
. .

i.tensive survey of career opportunities, available to'graduates of foreign
.

1 K./-

* language curricula (McGrath, 1974a, p. 290)., The report contains, not only

facts on job opportunities, but also r'ecommendations on Oractkcal steps

language depariments can take to prepare st dents*for'a variety of posiAns. '.

ie3. R n

..w

Similar studies in her liberal:arts fi 16 have bee urged. *They would,

probably reveal comparab opportunities for emr t not now exploited::

In other words, students n d to be helpetl to Linde. tand the potential-voca-
P

tional applications Of the basic arts and sciences, as well 'as of study

directly related to a single occupational' field.

-12
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II.- Increased cooperatiore education has been another alternative stressed

as a meahsof making higher education more "relevant".to the career aspir-

ations of students.' Over 400 schools now offer'Some form of co-operative

education., At some schools, such as Antioch College, 4,11berforce University
. .

1/4

in Ohio; and Northeastern University in Boston, co-operative program parti-

cipationi andatOry. Such programs enable students to rotate between full-

time'campus stU and full-time work with a cooperating employer., Thevalue'

of co-operative es cation for students is not money but experience. The

. primary benefit of uch programs to.employers.are opportunities' to hand-

pick and pre-train pr spectiVe employees. According to Roy Beaton, a

General Electric vice estdent,"some medium-sized companies are obtaining

least half of their c llege-graduate recruits from students who were in

work -study , programs (U. S, News and World!Repoill 2/19173, p. 73)."

One criticism of cooperative education is that students are pushed into

occupations before they are prepared to make the decision; however, advo-

cates of career education believe that offering cooperative education pro-

grams provides the opportunity for students to assess their interests and

skills and to get a realis pftture of career possibilities while there

is still time to change educati al plans (Dawson, 1973, pp. 2-3).

III.. Along the same lines as those guing for cooperative education, Joseph

Katz, of the' Institute for the Study of maNNn Problems at Stanford UniVersity,,

values more integration of the worlds of business and industry and higher

education. This--might be, accomplished, according to Katz, through greater

use of non- academicians in higher education,

1..people with a" particularly exemplary knowledge of their own

occupational field, who are able .t03 communicate it, or people

who have an outstanding knowledge of an area outside of their

1 3
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occupation....They would benefit the students'not only through

their intellectual knowledge and skills, but also through what

they stliZr as people (Katz et al, 1968, p. 432).

IV. Another possible means of incorporating the goals of liberal education--

the attainment of "thinking" skills and social awareness and adaptability- -

and career prepat'ation is to provide vocationapy:oriented programs which

provide students with "knowledge" rather than mere "training;" in essence

encompassing general education inprograms emphasizing broad career areas.

Learning exercises- consisting pf repetitive how- to -do -it techniques and,

memorization certainly don't, meet this standard. However, ffttruction could

conceivably provide both sufficient general knftledge, eveh in a technical

field, to enable the student to apply what he or she learns to the wide

variety of circumstances 4n which it might later be needed, and prepare

. .

students to extend th r competence as new knowledge and skills emerge- -

learn how to lea r (McGrath, 1974b, p. 25).
o.

V. The meshing of vocational and liberal arts might also be achieved through

curricular rearrangements in which the basic theoretical structure of general

knowledge would be organized on an interdisciplinary basis in relation to.

the major life problems which all people encounter in our society. 'T4ese

general studies would then be paralleled by, and whenever possible integrated

with, instruction related to an occupation or occupations (McGrath, 1974a, p. 288).

VI. Another viewpoint suggtsts that liberal arts and vocationalism'can and

must co-exist. The present increase in interest tin "training" may be a

natural reaction in accordance with the needs of our changing gtudent body

composition, many students coming from disadvantaged backgrounds. Lyman Glenny

has pointed out that MasloWs hierarchy of needs seems to apply herethat

until -certain essential physical needs are met, intellectual pursuits are

14
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bound to take second place. For the middle-class or upper middle-class

student - -the' traditional college goers -- physical and economic needs are well

met. That type of student will continue to enroll in liberal arts programs.

The'unew" student is more interested in how to improve his personal, economic

status. But this is a student Who will later become a more economically

secure adult, and may then seek, as do middle-class students, psy;hologica)

reinforcement and aesthetic satisfaction--arvery.likely candidate for con-

'tinulng education if 'opportunities are readily available (Glenny, 1973, p. 9).

The results of the Ca Commission Survey of Students and Faculty

(1969) seem to substantiate Glenny's ory of need satisfaction: The

Commission' found that when students were classified by family income, those

from relatively well-to-do families, were especially likely to respond that

2' training and skills for an occupation were not 4n important goal, while at

lower income levels-such training gained increasing importance to students

(1973a, p. 172).' This seems to imply that opportunities for higher education

should be available to persons throughout their lifetimes and,nottjust

immediately after high school. Work and study could be mixed throughout

lifetime, reducing the distinct differences in the roles of studentL

. workers and of various age groups.

More and more jobs are requiring not only blic skills and knowledge,

but also a willingness to keep on learning. More people are experimenting

with several occupations during their lifetimes and need more opportunities

to

1;

earn new skills. Also as our culture has changed to allow people more

leis e /ime.later in their lives, people are seeking more variety of expe-

riences through travel; cultural opportunities, continuing education, etc.

Students should be able to choose liberal arts and/or career training, in.

whatever order meets their needs.
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This solution through coexistence rests on the assumption that both

liberal arts and vocationally oriented education programs,are desirable--
4

that diversity in programs is necessary in order to"fulfill the various needs

of students and society. 'Institutions of higher education Cannot and should
0.

not try to be all things"to all people. Each, institution should decide upon

goals of its own, upoh what kind of students it hopes to'attract, how it

plans to "educate" them, etc. If liberal arts programs and vocationally

oriented programs are to co-exist--if diversijkof higher education programs

411

is to b aintaioed in our society, the question arises as to who should

be responsible for the various kinds of educational opportunities to be

offered.. Many leaders in education and government adVocite more statewide

planning for such determination. If the community and technical colleges

become increasingly More vocationally oriented,sthey may be able to relieve

senior colleges and :universities of such prograT responsibilities. However,

this trend is confusedly a simultaneous drift ,toward expansio some
1..

.vocational programs from two to four years. This trend of expanding the

length of vocational programs reinforces the credentialling functiofof

institutions of higher education, a highly suspett and much criticized

function. Both credentialling and expansion of educatiOnal requirements of

vocationally oriented programs need to be carefully evaluated in terms of

actual job requirements. If on-the-job training has been adequate in the

past, is training in'an educational institution necessary now? If an asso-

ciate degree program has been adequate in the past, is there real value to

be achieved in expanding the prOgram to fOur years (Gilli, 1975, p. 28)?

VII. A final solution suggested is one which incorporates much of the fore-

going solutions--a movement toward "career education." The Chief State

School, Officers, assembled in Washington on, June 13; 1974, accepted a report

1
L.
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from Committee for Career Educ

was ratified:

Career Education is essenti

aimedtat improving educati

and learning actives to

Career Education extends

work. In scope, Career

experiences beginning wi

throughout the individu

of Career Education in

tion in which the follOwing statement

lly an instructiona strategy,

al outcomes by re ating teaching

\"

the concept of,c reer development.

he academic wor d to the world of

ducation encom sses educational

h early child ood and continuing

l's producti e life. A complete program

udes aWaren ss of self and,the world of '7y,
ons (professional and,

4

on of, selected clusters, career

.work, broad orientatio

professional), in-dept

preparation, an under

jobs are a part, and

Id Career Education,

changes toward ca eer educ

California are ma ing chan

but they emphasize that th

tandin

lacement
I

the economic system of,which

for all students (Marland, 1974, pp., 105-06).

arland identified some states making defirAte

74, pp. 155-60). Geo'rgia, Texas and

arily at the elementary and seconda'r'y levels,

t applies at-all levels. Oregon as 'making

postsecondary.. Another example of change

stsecondary level is at Columbia University.

nched a major,reform in its general education

cpnc

changes at all leyels, including

toward career education at the p

In 1973,'Columbia University la

program so that undergraduates ould receive more technical, career-oriented

offerings, while graduate stude ts,itn the professions would receive more

attention in the 'humanities. Claremont College in California, has also made

changes toward a more career-oriented educational program. Even Chatham

College in Pittsburgh, a long-time liberal arts college fo'r women, has re-
\

oriented its,. philosophy toward career education. A brochure from the Director
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of Admissioni in 1974 described Chatham to prospective students:

'The. fact is that the business world... wants the leadership

skills of Chatham women-skills developed through rigorous oF

training 'in the liberal arts. Examples? The ability to think

critically and analyze assumptions. To communicate precisely !

and effectively. To bring a sense of cultural and historical
,

perspective to ptoblem solving... The only trick is striking

a balance between academic and actual work experience..:. Our

"students can take career internships in business and nonprofit

organizations al) over, Pittsburgh.... Internships help to give c'

our students the 'real-world', experience needed to make intel-
,

.ligent, confident career decisions.... Each program covers a
.

broad range eff possible careers (Mahland,1974, p. 221).

-r Conclusion

In spite of "a lack of,substantial statistical data on the subject, the

foregoing certainly provides evidence that higher education must change and
iq

probably will becdme more vdcationallY'oriented,-however, hoPfully, not at

the expense of the goals of liberal arts education. There appear to be a

variety of steps which.can.and should be taken to enhancethe,employability

of graduates of our institutions without jeopardizing the, traditional goals

\
of education, such as learning how to-learn and inculcating in students a

(
.

broad
.
understanding of the society in which they live, an ability to adapt

to charge, to think, to create. Such steps might include greater curricUlar

flexibility, including more interdisciplinary course offerings:cooperative
410,

education,and internship programi, greater integration of our institutions

with our society through use of non-academicians in the classroom and through

encouraging life-long patterns.of-formal education, and more realistic and

18
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cOmprehensive, career counseling and education.

We must also keep in mind that liberal arts curricula and high level,

vocatiOnally7oriented.university programs, even modified to be more rele-

vant'to the world of work, will still not provide suitable higher education

for all students. Diversity of education programs among and within insti- .

.1

tutions appears to be essential in order to provide desirable options for
1

all students of all ages. The long-term desirability of a broad/ liberal

arts education that enables one to adapt effectively to oUr changing society

and to take advantage of "training" quickly and easily is recognized; how-

ever, creativity, advancemef knowledge and an in-depth understanding

.

of our world are not the ideals of all students--at least'not at the same

point in life. The option of "training' exclusively as preparation for a

career should be available, to students;, however, such programs may not

necessarily belong in our universities and colleges, but rather in training

centers - -in two-year schools, technical institutes, or in the businesS-
,

industry-government complex. To students who choose, such programs, contin-

uing 'education programs in colleges and universities should be available.

This would enable them to achieve more broadly based educational goals

later in life or not at all, dependiing upon personal readiness fo such

edUcation.

4-



TABLE
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL FIRST-TIME FRESHMEN AT

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY AND NATIONALLY
BY MAJOR FIELD AREA

19

West Vi inia Universit Nationally*

A

Agriculture & Foresty

Arts & Sciences
Bildgy
Chemistry
English
Foreign Languages
Geology
History
Mathematics
Physics
Politi.cal Science
Psycholbgy &

Philosophy
Speech' ,

Statistics &
Computer Science

Other

Education n

Family Resources

'Social Work

Journalism:s.

Business &
Economics

Creative Arts

, 1

Health Science

Engineering )r .

Totals

1972-73 1973- 4 1974-75

% # r % #

9% 254 TO% 3'0 11% 354

38% 1,113 35% 1,1 6 35% 1,164

9% 255 10% 3.3 8% 259

'I 43 2% 5: 2% 51

1% 19 .2% .5% 17

1% 22 .4% l' .5% 18
.3% 10 -.2% .4% 12

.1% 3 .5% . 1 1% 19

1% 34 1% 3, 1% 26

.2% 6. .2 %' ; .4% 15

1% _26 2% 5: 3% 86

2% 45 2% 49 . 2% 73

1% 16 .2% 6 .1% '4

'1% 2f 1% 20 1% 29

21% 613 16% 521 17% 555

.7% 191 7% 227 5% 172

2% 57' . 2%- .72 2% $1
t A

,

2% 48 1% , '37 2% 62

3% 99 4% 125, 4%. 117

\

8%\ 231 ,9% 288 9% 301
)

6% \ 172 6.% 189.. 6% 189

18% \517 18% 574- 16% p6

8% 178 8% '216 10 %. 271

100% 2,900 100% 3,203 100% 3,2B3

1975-76 1975

% #

11% 439 4%

37% 1,289
7% 229 7%

1% 51 .5%

.2% 6 2%

.2% 6 1%

.3% 9 .5%

.3% 11 1%

.4% 14 2%

.2% 7 .
.4%

2 61 2%

2 52 4%

.1% .1%

1

39. 2% .

23% 800 16%

3% 120 10%

1% 39 1%

1% 35 1%

,3% 109

10% ,345 12%

5% 1'84 = 7%

14% '471 16

12% 298

100% 3,446
/

*Approximate percentages of 607,819 students Who were_ graduated from high school in 1975

by intended field of study in college. The data were gathered by the College Entrance
Examination ,Board from students who took the Scholastic Aptitude 'Test in 1974-75 and

were reported. in The Chronicle of HigherEducation, September 15, 1975, p. 19.
to

20
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